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Disaster and mass casualty incidents (MCIs) are defined as occurrences wherein the 
scale and volume of injuries exceeds the ability of medical response at multiple 
levels. Coordinated responses to MCIs place a strain on the capacity of first 
responders in the field, medical personnel, and health care resources. The sudden 
increase in the number of patients and the possibility that many of them are critically 
injured create a need for screening and diagnosis rapid enough to compensate for the 
extreme patient load. Moreover, as a result of the disaster, many people seek medical 
care for both acute and routine conditions unrelated to traumatic illness. Hence, 
ultrasound performed by first responders and clinicians is in many ways ideally 
suited for disaster situations because it is a rapid, portable diagnostic tool with a 
variety of applications. 
 
While radiologists have long appreciated the usefulness of ultrasound, most other 
clinical specialties have only recently begun to recognize the many benefits of this 
technology in the care of the critically ill or injured patient. The role of sonography 
in trauma has been well established, as demonstrated by the focused assessment by 
sonography in trauma (FAST) examination, which is now a routine part of trauma 
care [1]. Ultrasound guidance has been shown to improve patient safety during a 
variety of invasive procedures [2-5] and is a recommended practice in patient safety 
guidelines both in the United States and abroad [6, 7]. As a bedside tool, sonography 
has been shown to aid in the management of trauma in pregnancy, shock and 
hypotension, and orthopedic injuries, and has myriad other applications related to 
mass casualties [8, 9]. A number of professional societies now require training in 
point-of-care ultrasound [10, 11] for their graduates, and the increased familiarity of 
physicians with this technology and its relative portability make hand-carried 
ultrasound an ideal tool for both diagnostic measures and interventional guidance in 
disaster and mass casualty settings. 
 
Among the first to describe and quantify the use of point-of-care ultrasound in a 
natural disaster setting were Sarkisian and colleagues [12], following a magnitude-
6.9 earthquake that devastated northwestern Armenia in December 1988. This 
incident resulted in more than 25,000 deaths and roughly 150,000 injuries in a region 
where the population was nearly 700,000 people. Yerevan, the capital city, was 
relatively unaffected, and Republic Hospital, which had 1,000 beds, served as the 
main medical facility for casualty victims. The lone available computed tomography 
(CT) scanner in Yerevan was dedicated to managing head-trauma cases. Two triage 
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rooms, each with an ultrasound machine, were created in the lobby of the hospital. 
Six physicians staffed the two rooms on a rotating basis and performed ultrasound 
examinations on as many trauma victims as time permitted. In a 72-hour period, 750 
patients came through the hospital. Four hundred of these patients received 530 
ultrasound examinations either in the makeshift triage rooms or the hospital’s 
emergency ward. 
 
Of the 530 exams, 304 were considered negative, and 96 (about 20 percent) 
demonstrated some form of pathology. Sixteen patients had operative intervention, 
usually laparotomy, based solely on clinical examination and ultrasound findings. 
The authors reported four false-negative cases (less than 1 percent) among the 530 
studies performed, which illustrates the limitations of point-of-care sonography in 
trauma: one patient was found to have a ruptured kidney on laparotomy; another, a 
retroperitoneal hematoma; the third had a subcapsular hematoma of the spleen; 
lastly, an obese patient was noted to have a massive hemothorax. Ultrasound is 
known to have a low sensitivity for detecting hollow viscus or retroperitoneal 
injuries, and obesity and subcutaneous emphysema decrease exam accuracy. Despite 
these limitations, ultrasound proved to be highly sensitive and specific in this 
resource-limited circumstance [12]. 
 
In another study following a magnitude-7.6 earthquake in Turkey in August 1999, 
Keven and colleagues [13] examined the prognostic utility of ultrasound in 
determining the need for dialysis from crush injuries. Estimates of fatalities and 
casualties from this event vary, but the generally reported numbers indicate that 
approximately 17,000 people were killed and another 45,000 were injured [14]. 
Particularly devastating were the crush injuries suffered as a result of thousands of 
structural collapses, an outcome later observed following earthquakes in Bam, Iran, 
in 2003 [15], Kashmir in 2005 [16], and in Haiti in January 2010 [17]. 
 
During the 1999 earthquake in Turkey, 5,302 patients were admitted to various 
regional hospitals; 639 of them had renal complications due to crush injuries, and 
477 underwent hemodialysis after developing acute renal failure. Renal ultrasound in 
particular was used to gauge whether victims needed urine alkalization and 
administration of intravenous mannitol and to identify the amount of intravenous 
fluid needed. Specifically, physicians at the various hospitals studied Doppler flow to 
the kidneys to calculate the renal resistive index, which was found to correlate 
reliably with the presence of oligoanuria and the need for hemodialysis. The authors 
concluded that this measurement might provide predictive information about 
recovery from acute renal failure resulting from crush injury [13]. 
 
While these earlier reports describe the use of hospital-based ultrasound during mass 
casualties, more recent events and technological developments have allowed medical 
personnel and first responders to take the ultrasound to the patient in the field. Dean 
et al. who took hand-carried ultrasound to Guatemala in 2005 following devastating 
mudslides, describe the variety of uses they found for the ultrasound machine and the 
range of probes with which they assessed patients in the field [18]. In all, 99 patients 
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received 137 ultrasound exams: 58 pelvic, 34 right upper quadrant, 23 renal, 6 other 
abdominal, 5 orthopedic, 4 cardiac, 3 pleura and lung, 3 soft tissue, and 1 focused 
assessment by sonography in trauma (FAST). Most of these exams were performed 
with a single curved transducer in an austere setting. 
 
Mazur and Rippey reported on the use of portable ultrasound by a disaster medical 
assistance team (DMAT) after a cyclone in Western Australia during March 2007 
[19]. The need to transport patients from their remote location for tertiary-level care 
demanded rapid diagnostic capabilities, and, with the region’s only CT scanner felled 
by the cyclone, hand-carried ultrasound helped them determine the severity of 
patient illness. The primary studies performed were the FAST examination and 
thoracic ultrasound. This case report indicated that a portable ultrasound machine 
was easy to transport with a DMAT team and added very little weight or bulk to the 
total equipment load. 
 
Other authors have described employing ultrasound in disaster response following 
the tsunami in Banda Aceh in 2004 [20], the Wenchuan earthquake in 2008 [21], and 
the recent Haitian earthquake [22]. These studies also demonstrate the benefit of 
sonography for first responders or hospital personnel and for use in remote settings. 
 
In addition to its utility in natural disasters, ultrasound has played an increasingly 
large role in the evaluation of patients following terrorist attacks and military mass 
casualty events. Emergency responders and hospital personnel performed FAST 
examinations following the Madrid train bombing in 2004 [23] and the London 
Underground bombing in 2005 [24] and during the second Lebanon war in 2006 
[25]. Raja and colleagues recently reported performing FAST examinations after 
explosive mass casualty incidents in a battlefield hospital in Iraq [26]. These authors 
used the ultrasound for initial assessment and surgical decision making; the trauma 
team designated stable patients with negative FAST exams for delayed CT scans and 
imaged higher-priority patients first. Conversely, positive examinations enabled the 
team to identify patients for whom immediate surgical care was most likely 
warranted. In their experience, ultrasound proved invaluable for streamlining patient 
care during a MCI. 
 
Medical deployments to MCIs often involve less-than-ideal conditions. 
Traditionally, most hand-carried ultrasound machines have not had the durability to 
withstand the harsh environs. In the past few years, however, compact and robust 
portable ultrasound machines have been developed and employed in forward military 
settings and prehospital care. This technology can now be considered for a wider 
field of practice, including more remote environments [27]. 
 
Hand-carried ultrasound is being used for newer diagnostic purposes as well. The 
technology has shown high accuracy for the detection of pneumothorax [28-30]. 
Other authors have used ultrasound to detect long bone fractures [31, 32] and to 
assess adequate fracture reduction [33, 34]. Sonography’s adaptability to conditions 
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where x-ray availability is limited or absent further add to its value as a tool in 
disaster relief. 
 
During disasters and mass casualties, point-of-care ultrasound makes it possible to 
diagnose thoraco-abdominal injuries rapidly and accurately, offers a tool for 
procedure guidance, and has streamlined patient triage. As trainees in various 
specialties become increasingly familiar with this diagnostic modality and the 
machines themselves become more portable and durable, ultrasonography will 
become an integral part of disaster response both in the field and at medical facilities 
caring for the injured and ill. 
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